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Dordt University files for bankruptcy, cites athletic
department
Sportsare A. Cult - Staff Writer
We’re broke.
This past week, following months of
speculation from the community, Dordt
University filed for bankruptcy.
“We see this as an opportunity,” President
Erik Hoekstra said in a press release. “This is
not an embarrassment. It’s a fresh start.”
The culprit for the university’s unsteady
financial grounds, no surprise to no one, was
the university’s athletic department. In recent
years, administration has shelled out cash for
The Bubble (a meeting room for the football
team amidst the heights of the pandemic), the
indoor turf dome, and, recently, a golf simulator
in the Rec Center. These projects have cost the
university $3,000,000,000 in total.
But the frivolous spending was purposeful,
according to Robert Taylor, dean of students.
“We needed to enhance our university,”
Taylor said. “So, instead of fixing the flooding
in West Hall or adding air conditioning to East
and North, we turned to the extravagance of
athletics.”
There’s more than enough blame to go
around, though. Dordt’s newest iconography,
Dash the Defender, also dipped into the
university’s not-so-deep pockets. The mascot
earns a yearly salary of $300,000, an amount

totaling to more than the combined salaries
of the university’s professors. Also, Dash the
Defender’s helmet alone cost $50,000. And
those biceps? They’re the result of an expensive,
year-long steroid regimen.

The newest addition to the Rec Center, the
golf simulator, became the final tipping point
for Dordt’s financial disaster.
“Not to mention, a whole racquetball court
was taken out to make room for that country

club,” Ben Boer, president of the racquetball
club, said. “It’s really unacceptable. They didn’t
even consider our concerns.”
But contrary to popular opinion, Ross
Douma, the university’s athletic director, said
the golf simulator is not for Dordt’s golf teams.
“No. This is really just an opportunity for
people with memberships at the golf club to
keep up their skills over the winter,” Douma
said. “We often partner with people in the
community to create new opportunities like
this. This is just one that’s open to only our most
privileged students.”
The golf teams have been allotted ten minutes
of practice each month in the simulator. The
other times are open exclusively for students or
community members who own memberships at
the golf club.
“I’m just confused,” senior golfer Sarah
Janssen said. “This is my last season, and I
don’t even get the chance to practice?”
The
administration
appears
largely
unconcerned about their decision to file.
“Bankruptcy is just a fancy way of saying
debt forgiveness. Instead of forgiving the debts
our students owe in student loans, we decided...
...to take the easier route of asking someone else
to forgive our debts for all these unnecessary
cont. on pg. 9

Defender Forever: Gift
boxes of horror

Dash the Defender’s
tweets resurface

Dumbledordt—Staff Wizard

Buzzfeed Wannabe- Staff Propagandist

Dordt University’s Defender Forever
program offers specialty gifts to those who
pledge an annual donation. The contents of
these gift packages, however warrant some
suspicion.
The donation boxes include items exclusive
to the “Defender Forever” program and unable
to be purchased at the university’s campus
store. These items include limited edition
locks of President Hoekstra’s hair, rocks from
the prairie, or used dining plates from the
Commons.
“We’ve tried to show our appreciation
to the Defender Forever donors with these

It’s been less than a month since Dordt
University revealved their new mascot, Dash
the Defender, but the controversial knight has
already stuck his sword in hot water. In recent
weeks, the mascot’s past tweets regarding
knighthood and the Reformed tradition have
resurfaced, prompting community members to
call for Dash’s helmet.
“He’s supposed to be representing us well,
you know?” senior communications major Lee
Kuiper said. “And with him being under such a
public eye, his past actions and words can have
a real negative effect on Dordt’s image.”
Dash’s three-year old opinion on knighthood
has drawn particular criticism:
“People keep asking me how to be a knight
like it’s difficult,” the tweet read. “Like all you
have to do is have a helmet and a sword and
that’s pretty much it???”
Since the tweet’s resurfacing, the Queen of
England has been rumored to be filing a lawsuit
against Dash for claiming knighthood without
her approval.
“It’s
knight
appropriation,
really,”
sophomore history major Chad Townsend
said. “Completely unacceptable for a Christian
institution’s mascot.”
Even worse, Dash’s Twitter has also
demonstrated a history that is not entirely
Reformed. Several of his old tweets challenge
Reformed teachings and even mock them in a
manner uncharacteristic of the university that
he represents.
“LOL what even is TULIP??? Like
Reformed doctrine makes no sense,” the tweet

gifts,” President Hoekstra said, “It’s our way
of allowing them to remain connected as a
Defender for their entire life.”
These gift boxes do more than just link
graduates to their alma mater, the box’s contents
also conatain Horcruxes linked to President
Hoekstra’s soul. Presumably, the Defender
Forever program is a scheme to allow President
Hoekstra to live forever by dispersing parts of
his soul across Defender Nation.
“It’s very alarming,” Hermione VanGranger,
a Dordt alumnus, said. “Knowing I own a part...
cont. on pg. 7

read. “It’s the Evangelical church for me on
Sunday hands down hahaha.”
Another tweet read:
“My Reformed friends are always telling
me that we need to ‘redeem culture’ …like
umm okay the only things I’m redeeming today
are my arcade tickets at Dave and Busters
amirite!?”
President Erik Hoekstra and other Dordt...
cont. on pg. 11
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A rescue revamp
Doc Howliday- Staff Writer
		
When the kittens and puppies arrived on
campus this past week, local news stations
swarmed Dordt University. Faculty and students
alike appeared on television and in the paper.
As Dordt University continues to seek
new ways to increase student engagement
and enrollment, the idea of four-legged, furry
additions entered the picture.
After sharing emotional animal rescue
videos in tune to melancholy music on their
social media, Dordt announced they will be
joining the worldwide mission.
The cat is out of the bag, and new applications
are flooding Dordt. Marketing proposed that
enrollment will break this year’s record.
Students from other universities requested
to transfer next semester so that they too can
have pets on campus. In fact, Dordt is now so
competitive that students in their freshman year
of high school are already lobbying for a spot.
Dordt faculty encourages students from all
majors to use their respective skills to pursue
the kingdom work of caring for God’s creation.
Digital media majors photographed adoptable
animals and helped shelters add them to their
website.
“I have never felt more supported by the
community as I have in the last few weeks,
when Dordt students came to rescue us,”
Animal Rescuer said.
Pre-vet students volunteered to assist animal
shelter veterinarians during appointments.

“I would have volunteered regardless, but
these experiences will also help me get into
graduate school,” Kitty Cat said.
But the support does not stop there. Dordt
radically changed their student handbook. For
the first time in Dordt history, all animals are
allowed on campus, not just emotional support

Abraham Kuyper canceled
Anjah Ti-Yerd -- Woke Mob
The Dordt-ism of “every square inch,”
attributed to the teachings of Abraham Kuyper,
is now null and void. In recent research,
Abraham Kuyper has been proven to be a racist.
The Christian Reformed icon’s derogatory
comments towards entire ethnic groups have
canceled him.
“We simply cannot support and advertise a
man who so deeply despised people who were
different from him,” Howard Wilson, Vice
President for University Operations, said.
The university then had a problem: without
Kuyper, what patron saint would govern
their campus? Thankfully, administration
and marketing have found a new face for the
institution.
“In our search for philosophical thinkers,
we came across one who may not be the first
thing people think about, but he is someone
whose views line up well with our own,” said
John Baas, Vice President for Advancement.
“Friedrich Nietzche has a bad rap in Christian
circles, but we believe he
will be able to bring in a
new audience for Dordt’s
enrollment.”
In conjunction with
the board, President
Erik Hoekstra and Baas
presented their proposal.
Although known best for
saying “God is dead,”
Hoekstra
and
Baas
argued his respect for the
Christian God.
In a world where
objective
knowledge
is possible, Nietzche
believed the Christian
faith provided people
with intrinsic value,
belief in God (which
justifies the existence
of evil), and a basis
for this objective truth.
Inherently,
Nietzche
believed
Christianity
could prevent nihilism as
a whole.
To
replace
the
phrase “every square
inch,” Baas proposed
Nietzsche’s “that which
does not kill us makes us

stronger,” a line also mirrored in the early 2000s
Kelly Clarkson song.
“By recognizing that the bad things in life
will happen but don’t kill us, actually making
us stronger, we realize we are more resilient and
powerful than we ever thought,” Baas said.
Hence, Clarkson’s hit “What Doesn’t Kill
You Makes You Stronger” will be played at
all sporting events immediately following the
national anthem.
Wilson said playing Clarkson’s song will be
a great way to remind students of why they are
here at Dordt.
“Even though our students have faced
countless hardships on their own, Clarkson
affirms to them they are still alive,” Wilson said.
“They are strong, they are driven, and they are
able to do anything.”
These curricular changes will begin in the
next fall, while the playing of “What Doesn’t
Kill You Makes You Stronger” will begin
immediately.

and service animals. Dordt encourages students
to adopt animals from local shelters.
Even professors at Dordt are now adopting
animals from the shelter. Scott Culpepper, a
history professor at Dordt, found his perfect
companion: a sphynx cat.
“Cats have such an intriguing history,

especially in Egypt,” Culpepper said. “I also
like that the name of the breed is akin to the
Great Sphinx of Giza. With a name as powerful
as that, who cares if it’s hairless?”
Shaun Stiemsma, an English professor at
Dordt, adopted a parrot. He named him Dante,
in honor of the Divine Comedy.
“I’m currently teaching him how to talk
using proper grammar,” Stiemsma said. “It’s an
ongoing process.”
But why the sudden change? Well, it turned
out to be far from spontaneous.
“We were really tired of busting students for
sneaking illegal animals onto campus,” Derek
Buteyn, director of residence life, said. “We
once had to bust a goat out of East. We hope
that by making all pets legal on campus, we will
save a lot of time and effort.”
Students find their new furry friends are
relieving stress and keeping them active. Rain,
shine, or snow, dogs still need to be walked
before class each morning.
“I especially appreciate having a dog when
I’m walking alone in the dark,” Carla Canine
said.
The widespread acceptance of pets on
campus is causing other colleges to reconsider
their stance on animals. Dordt may be at the
front of a new reformation.

Concert Choir fundraising
turns desperate

Professors in Exile

Who is Dash the Defender?

By: Exodus, PI - Staff Writer

A Private Investigator- Staff Writer

Monday, Nov. 15, 20:00 hours.
The investigation is becoming more and
more difficult to continue. At this point, I
have experienced it all, from uncomfortable
dismissals to doors slamming in my face.
That must mean I am getting close.
So far, the history pod has been the only one
that has flat out refused to answer my questions.
I don’t think I said anything impolite; I merely
inquired about the presence of philosophy
professor Dr. Mark Tazelaar in an alien
department. Dr. Scott Culpepper tried to offer
a generic excuse. “We have always been friends
to the philosophy department, since their subject
and ours are deeply intertwined with each other.
When [Tazelaar] came to us asking for a new
office, we decided as a group to let him stay
here.”
Unfortunately, Dr. Paul Fessler appeared right
at that moment, and I had to stop the interview.
My next stop was the nursing building. I got
a hot tip that there were some stranded souls
there too. My sources were correct as I found
Dr. Melissa Kamp and Dr. Joseph Keryakos,
education and biology teachers, respectively.
What were these scientists and teachers doing,
fraternizing with the dedicated, hard-working
people of the nursing department?
I figured it was safer to interview Keryakos,
since his field was most similar to mine. He
accepted me with grace, until I told him the
reason for my visit. I have never seen a man
more nervous. He evaded my questions like a
professional dodgeball player and refused to
look me in the eye. When I left, I realized I was
no closer to the truth than when I started. I tried

to ask for an interview with Kamp, but was
denied instantly.
Seems like someone got to her before I did.
My final stop was the remotest location of
my investigation: KDCR’s gravesite.
I knew to expect the worst; media network
director Rich Lodewyk had been in this building
by himself for weeks at this point. Nothing,
however, could have prepared me for what I
saw when I stepped through that door. The walls
were covered in college-ruled notebook paper,
each of which was almost completely black
with scribbles. Cut-outs of vaguely humanoid
shapes were pinned to the far wall, along with
sticky notes of more drawings. Newspapers
were scattered on the floor, either ripped or cut
with scissors.
Lodewyk himself seemed normal, sitting at
his desk absorbed in his work. I almost walked
out, but I knew how much the community
needed to know. However, after asking my first
question, I knew I wouldn’t be able to get any
answers from him. The solitude had completely
driven him crazy. His responses were sporadic
and nonsensical. I ended up leaving after he
grabbed a pair of scissors and began to make
another of his absurd paper dolls.
The whole ordeal made me wonder if it was
the result of departments splitting into factions,
or the aftermath of some unforgivable sin. But
the simple question was still there.
Why?
I’m not stopping until I get an answer. If you
manage to find this, it means I got too close. Tell
my family that I love them, and I’m sorry.

Ryan Smit’s totally normal-sized hands
-- Treble Clef
The Dordt University Concert Choir will
embark on an international tour at the end of the
school year to Austria and the Czech Republic.
On a trip that promises beautiful views of
Prague, Vienna, and the Alps, the Concert Choir
will deliver music across Europe and have a
chance to create lasting memories before the
college journey ends for many of the choir’s
senior members.
To reach this beautiful culmination of their
college journey, however, many cash-strapped
students have taken some less-than-glorious
approaches to fundraising.
No less than five Concert Choir members
have sold internal organs on the black market.
Two students have begun to slowly disassemble
the B.J. Haan’s organ – selling off the lesserused pipes and hoping no one notices. Others
have resorted to begging in front of the
Commons and creating NFTs.
An alto said, “There just isn’t enough
money to go around right now. I’m trying to
make payments for my last semester and my
bank account is going to disappear faster than
the sopranos when they don’t get to sing the
melody.”
While the Music Department has offered
some financial assistance, many students still
find that additional personal fundraising is
necessary.
Another singer said, “I saw that YouTuber’s
Squid Game competition was happening and
I did everything I could to get chosen to play.
I forget the guy’s name, but I’m really hoping

that he can bankroll my trip to Europe.”
The panic surrounding tour funds hasn’t
discouraged the choir’s leader, however.
Professor Ryan Smit, director of Concert
Choir, said, “We will conduct a lot of fundraising
together as a choir, which should help lighten
the load on the students. I’m not surprised to
hear there are individuals fundraising on their
own, though. This is a resourceful bunch, and
I am confident all of our efforts will result in
a trip that will leave a positive impact on these
students.”
Despite this optimistic outlook, the frugality
required of many Concert Choir students has
resulted in serious issues arising for the choir.
Whether students are fainting from a lack of
food and water, sleeping in class because they
are working three jobs, or no longer speaking
to their loved ones after asking one too many
times for money, cracks have begun to show in
the once-spotless exterior of the choir.
Smit said, “I don’t think this will be a longterm problem. Once we raise some money
through our caroling and other plans, we should
be able to tell our students that they can return
to eating three meals a day and that three jobs
really aren’t necessary, I think.”
The experiences these Concert Choir
students will have while continuing to sell
kidneys and beg in order to reach their goal
will undoubtedly allow them to grow closer and
facilitate camaraderie before they go on a weeklong trip to spread the word about a university
with a nearly $50 million endowment.

What they didn’t tell you
about Midwest winters
Baby it’s cold outside-Staff Writer
If you’re reading this, it’s too late. You’re
already at Dordt University and the first snow
has already fallen. And let me just tell you,
as someone who has experienced record low
temperatures while living in Sioux Center,
it only gets worse. I’m writing this in total
desperation, hoping to give you a sense of

comfort and making you understand the severity
of this situation.
This goes out to everyone who hasn’t
experienced a Midwestern winter before. This
means you, person thinking “well it really...
cont. on pg. 6
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An important recruit recently joined the
Defender Nation: Dash the Defender. A picture
of him signing with Ross Douma and shaking
hands with President Erik Hoekstra has been
posted for all to see on the Dordt University
Instagram page. October 16 was an important
day, but a question about Dash still lingers
throughout campus: Who is the student behind
the armor?
“You know, if I am being honest, I have no
clue who Dash is,” Tod Weg, a senior at Dordt,
said. “I heard it might be a girl, though.”
Rumors are circulating that Dash could be
a girl, but nobody in the student body really
can identify who it is. Numerous incidents
have occurred where students have been caught
trying to take off the helmet of the mascot. But,
with newly founded Dordt Superglue (now
available in the campus store), the helmet sticks
firmly to the costume for all sporting events.
“I understand why they want to keep it
anonymous,” Justin Van Bleek, a junior and
captain on the football
team, said. “But I think
everyone is just so
determined to know at this
point that if they don’t tell
us, we are going to find out
anyway.”
A new rumor arises,
that mustache hairs were
left inside the helmet of
the mascot, according
to Van Bleek. Although
there is no proof of this
information, Van Bleek
said that multiple boys
on the football team have
spoken out about seeing
little hairs left behind.
“Yes, I for sure saw
mustache hairs on the
inside of the helmet,” John
VanderWoude, a freshman
on the football team,
said. “And it was obvious
whose hair it was. I know
not everybody believes me
but… I’m positive of it.”
VanderWoud
claims
these are the hairs of
Howard Wilson.
If Dash’s identity could

be an individual outside of the student body,
this new lead would open up possible answers
for who Dash is. When asked about Dash being
someone in Dordt’s administration or maybe
even Howard Wilson himself, Wilson refused
to be interviewed. He said that people should
just stop wondering who Dash is and had no
comments afterward.
“One of my friends that lives in the East
Apartments said they saw an older man walking
into the All Seasons Center carrying the
Dash armor costume from across the street,”
VanderWoude said.
There is only one way to find out if the
rumors are true. Vanderwoude and other
freshmen on the football team have vouched
that they have one of the mustache hairs from
the helmet. Taking it to the science lab, they
tested the DNA after various football practices
to find out who the hair belongs to. It will only
be a matter of days before knowing indefinitely
if Howard Wilson really is Dash the Defender.

Dordt University launches Reformed Wedding Planners
Cupid -- Staff Lover
The first walk of a future marriage in the
prairie or a dreamy dinner date in the Commons
is coming to life.
Now, students will no longer have to guess
if their table partner in CORE-100 is getting
married. Soon, they will be able to look out
their window and witness a marriage ceremony
in the prayer garden or walk past the B.J. Haan
and hear “Here Comes the Bride” echo from the
organ.
Dordt University is more than just a university.
After careful consideration, the board has
decided to open and operate a wedding venue
service starting in the summer of 2022. They
will call it “The Reformed Wedding Planners.”
“We are always looking for ways to improve
our university,” President Erik Hoekstra said.
“We decided that starting this service could
potentially bring in a lot of income with the
culture at Dordt.”
The income generated by the wedding venue
service will fund “Financial Aid for Couples.”
Dordt University couples will be able to apply
for the aid in Fall of 2022. They are required
to send in their marriage license and hold an
interview with Aaron Bart regarding their
married life.
“I think that it’s a great idea,” Brett Visser
said, who is getting married in the summer
in the BJ Haan. “Sometimes starting off as a
couple in college is financially difficult, but I’m

hoping this scholarship can help out a lot of
us.”
The service will not only bring in additional
income for Dordt University, but also allow
students to have the once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity of getting married anywhere on
campus.
Hoekstra predicts the prairie and the clock
tower will become the most popular spots
forthe exchanging of vows. Also, couples are
given the choice of a reception in the Grille or
Commons with Dordt Dining catering services.
The catering will have three different meal
options to choose from, but no alcohol can be
served at the weddings. the university is a dry
campus, after all.
“I’m just so excited for this summer,” said
Visser. “Though, I wish Dordt would let us
serve wine at our wedding.”
Dordt will also provide these newlyweds
complimentary one-night stays to kick-off the
honeymoons in an unoccupied East Campus
Apartment, the Heritage Village Sod Hut,
or the E-Sports Game room. Dordt wants to
encourage their students to actively live out the
cultural mandate: “Be fruitful and increase in
number.”
The culture of Dordt and the surrounding area
is obvious to the administration; students fall in
love faster than other places. The evidence for
this can possibly be attributed to Dordt being

ranked number one in the nation for student
engagements by the Wall Street Journal and
Times Higher Education’s College Rankings.
By the end of every school year, twenty-five
percent of the student body is engaged to other

Dordt students.
“There’s just something about the atmosphere
that makes you want to get married,” Bob
De Vries, a recent graduate who got married
sophomore year, said. “It’s magical.”
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Failed mascot candidates

Dash the Bachelor

Dash the Defender accused of cultural appropriation

Carl4Mascot2021- Staff Writer

They should call it “The Dashelor”- Staff Writer

Hugh van Sax-Cobergsma – International
Affairs Writer

With the announcement of “Dash the
Defender” (aka the Michelin Man spray painted
grey) as “DorDT’s nEW mAScOT”, let’s take a
look at some of the other (dare I say superior)
mascot options that were available.
•The Defender sandwich
Let’s be honest. Is there anything more
“Dordt” than a hot Defender sandwich on a
pretzel bun with that sweet, sweet Defendy
sauce mixing with the juices of melty gouda
and bacon? I didn’t think so. The Defender
sandwich is the epitome of Dordt. They should
have just made it the official mascot.
•Calvin Knight – Joust
We all know that Dordt is better than
Calvin. Why not just snag their mascot (which
apparently is named Joust? I mean I guess two
points for creativity. It’s a better name than
“Dash”) and cement our superiority.
•Cosgrove in a hot dog costume
Why pay for a new mascot costume when
you already have one? Just imagine Cosgrove
running through the De Witt wearing his hot
dog costume while firing hot dogs out of an air
cannon at students. If you catch one, maybe you
get extra credit on that Plato paper for Core 140
that we all know you started writing the night
before. Or maybe you just get a free hot dog.
Either way, it’s a win.
•Any of the campus cats
Alfie. Don. Stoner. Take your pick. Throw a
costume on one and make it an official mascot.
They’ve already got their own Instagram page.

Plus, it would have been cute.
•Shaun the Sheep
Dordt. Ag. Sheep. It just makes sense.
•Literally just a square
To really emphasize that “every square inch”
stuff. They could literally put a square inch on
every square inch of everything: marketing
materials, athletic apparel, random t-shirts for
campus visitors, stuff in the “Defender forever”
boxes. The possibilities are endless. Kuyper
would be proud.
•Carl the Defender
Fun fact: DORDT ALREADY HAS A
MASCOT. Go scroll back on Dordt’s Instagram
page (like all the way back to 2015). Don’t
worry, I’ll wait. He’s there. He’s always there.
Watching. And waiting. So, what if his posts
cont. on pg. 11

Dash the Defender
reassigned as chief cat
control officer
Garfield - Staff Writer

Rogue cats have infiltrated Dordt
University’s campus. Felines are pillaging
through garbage bins, catapulting themselves
out of trees at prospective students, and causing
entire plumbing systems to fail. Dordt reassigned
Dash the Defender to a newly created position,
chief cat control officer, as a response to these
rising issues.
		
“There could not have been a better
time for Dash to take this position,” president
Hoekstra said. “Dash just fit all the requirements
perfectly. His sword has been modified to
include a ‘catch-all’ cat harness to swipe them
from the streets.”
Acting as chief cat control officer (CCCO),
Dash is responsible for transferring all cats to
an undisclosed location to be processed, then
released to Northwestern. Hoekstra promises
cats will not be harmed, but as a defender, Dash
has been known to become aggressive with
stubborn cats.
“During class, I saw Dash body-slam an
uncooperative cat,” senior Joe Watts said. “He
WWE style smashed the cat into the ground.
Although this treatment is slightly inhumane,

Dash has done a great job at keeping cats off
campus.”
Initially created to be the cheering mascot of
Dordt, Dash the Defender is not built primarily
for animal control. Specifically, his puffy
armor and limited visibility from his visor have
caused some problems.
“I thought I was chasing a cat, but because
of my limited sight it turned out to be Robert
Taylor,” Dash said. “I had the full cat catcher
harness around him, but quickly removed it in
fear of losing my promotion.”
Dash has faced some other challenges from
his transition to cat catcher from mascot. His
largest challenge involves the switch from
fighting rivals to fighting cats.
“Your typical rival mascot weighs between
170-230 pounds, while cats only weigh in at
around 5-10 pounds,” Dash said. “This makes
them much harder to chase.”
Dash has removed a total of 150 cats from
campus. These cats are then transferred to
Northwestern’s campus for release.
“That’s the best part about all of
this,” president Hoekstra said. “We are
simultaneously cleaning up our campus while
irritating Northwestern; it’s a win-win.”
Cat clean-up isn’t Dash’s only new
responsibility. He has also been placed in
charge of guarding the grounds to prevent stray
cats from entering the premises. This process
involves a routine area sweep from midnight
to 3:00 a.m. where all unregistered cats will be
detained.
“We’re very satisfied with Dash’s overall
performance,” Robert Taylor said. “Despite
mistaking me for a cat, Dash has successfully
removed all the cats from campus, and that is
something to say for being an ex-mascot.”
Administrative officials have toyed with
the idea of Dash returning as the mascot, but
because of his exceptional performance as
CCCO, they don’t plan on moving him back
anytime soon.
“The creation of Dash was just an excuse
to add this new position to our staff,” president
Hoekstra said. “Dash will continue serving as
CCCO as long as there are cats to catch.”

Move over former bachelor stars. Sure, you
probably played football, but did you cheer for
football? Did you have a poofy knight mascot
costume? Is your name an alliteration? Do you
make Sioux Center children happy and Dordt
students confused? I didn’t think so.
Dash the Defender replaced Clayton Echard
for the star role in season 26 of The Bachelor.
For many, this was a shocking move for Dordt
University, who, before now, had no ties to
the popular dating show. Rumor has it the tiein is all a part of Dordt’s campaign to “Make
Students Engaged Again.” It’s also a big step in
inclusivity for The Bachelor, which previously
did not include mascots on its contestant rosters.
Female mascots will be the contestants vying
for the roses and the heart of the newest knight
on the college scene.
While some question if the whole show is
just a ploy for the contestants to gain attention
and clout for their personal brands, others
respond with “Who cares, it’s fun to watch.”
“I just don’t like The Bachelor in general,”
Dordt student Riley Vanvanvan said. “It
normalizes a really weird romantic environment,
and almost all the couples break up after. It
sends a horrible message about what love really
is. Dordt shouldn’t partner with something so
immoral.”
Dash’s debut on the show has been met with
excitement and suspicion alike from the overall
community, particularly students.
“Yes, the show’s horrible, but it’s so
entertaining! It’s like eating junk food every

once in a while,” Dordt student Cheryl Von
De Bergundy said. “It’s just a fun way to get
together and laugh with friends. And with Dash
on the show, it will be even more entertaining.”
Dordt’s faculty are generally welcoming of
the news, saying it’s one more way for God to
claim every square inch of life.
“I mean, The Bachelor’s brings our students
together, so I was on board,” Erik Hoekstra
said.
“It’s a great opportunity, but I am concerned
for Dash’s moral compass,” Sam Ashmore said.
“Israel’s demise, at some points, was because
they married pagan wives. What if Dash finds
love in the wrong place? What if he marries
some ungodly, secular mascot? And if he does,
what will that mean for Dordt? Also, I have a
two kids and a wife.”
Ashmore has reason for concern. The
Christian female mascot pool is extremely
limited. While not every female mascot has
been decided yet, confirmed contestants include
Flo from Progressive, The Columbia Pictures
Torch Lady, and Betty Crocker. The most
popular pairing in social media has been Flo
and Dash, with #Flash on trending as the ship
name.
Advocates for Dash as the bachelor argue
the show’s moral ambiguity gives Dash more
opportunity to reform the show from the inside
out. And who knows, maybe he can save some
mascots with the power of felt abs and Jesus
while he’s at it.

ESA washouts anonymous
Garfield— Staff Glutton
To the governing body of Dordt University,
We are the rejected cats of this campus, never
receiving love. I see the other animals approved
by Dordt University, all inside and warm. They
get to celebrate the holidays and receive all the
love that I do not. I would not say I am jealous,
but what am I supposed to do? I am poise and
represent thousand of years of strong lineage; I
will not serve a human. They should bow at my
feet, for I am royalty, but what do they do? They
shun me and lock me out. I have to serenade and
perform a whole piece just to receive sympathy
for food.
The only ones who seem to care are the
girls on campus. They put blankets out for me,
feed me, and give me comfort and snuggles. I
may have failed the official Dordt Emotional
Support Animal testing (ESA), but I demand to
still receive reparation. No one has more team
spirit than I do, in fact, I bring this campus
together. All these stressed students, especially
amongst exam season, look to me for comfort –
and I give it to them.
All I’m asking for is a little bit of warm
shelter, food three times a day, and maybe a bath
once a week. On behalf of the strays on campus,
specifically Oscar Garfield the 3rd, request a
formal petition in which every cat becomes an

emotional support animal. Because that is what
we are. With winter coming, the least Dordt
could do for us, after everything we’ve done for
them, is give us some support. I know if it was
our counterpart, the canines, a luxurious home
would have been made by now. Cat lives matter
too.
Think about us as you drink your hot coco
tonight.
From your friendly neighbourhood ginger
cat.

The newest addition to Dordt University’s
collection of symbols and icons has garnered
international attention this past month as Her
Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II, announced her
suing of Dash for claiming knighthood without
her official approval.
Dordt’s announcement of the mascot on Oct.
15 was first met with mixed reactions. Many
students were excited to take pictures with
the marshmallow-shaped mascot, while others
considered it a waste of Dordt resources. As
news of Dash spread, however, the rest of the
world outside of Dordt had a slightly more
volatile response.
“It’s cultural appropriation. No ifs or buts
about it.” Eadwig Shaftsbury, a local British
immigrant, tweeted. “Knights are a noble,
gallant people who gain their title from hard
work and noble sacrifice. Dash uses stuffing to
make himself look stronger and throws things at
football fans.”
British Twitter has been in an uproar since
Shaftsbury’s initial tweet, calling for Dordt to
change its mascot from a knight to something
less culturally insensitive. A number of Dordt
students have also publicly sided with the Brits
in the hopes of getting administration to make a
change.
“I just think we should be WAY past using
knights as a mascot by now.” Darren Van
Admintisra, a sophomore history major, said.
“This is the twenty-first century. This kind of
stuff shouldn’t be acceptable anymore.”
“If you look at the shape of his armor and the
feather on his head, it’s obvious this is a cheaply
made, poorly researched imitation of a knight.
It’s clear no actual knights were consulted on
this project. And the sword? It’s not even from
the right time period to match the rest of his
armor.” Dr. Scott Culpepper, a history professor
who specializes in the British Isles, said.
After the public backlash, Dordt issued a
response in the form of a video address from
President Hoekstra a week after Dash’s first
public appearance.
“We just wanted to create something fun for
the kids that get dragged to football games by
their parents to support their older siblings,”

Hoekstra said. “I think Dash is a wonderful
addition to the Dordt community.”
Many Dordt students have spoken out in
support of Dash as well.
“He’s fun.” Sara Vander Heinzma, a senior
English major, said. “I think Dash is a really
interesting character and all the naysayers are
blowing this way out of proportion. He’s a big
foam guy who gives out free t-shirts and takes
fun pictures. What’s not to like?”
Even so, Dordt administration promised
to research the issue further to determine if
Dash really was an offending caricature. This,
however, was not enough to keep European
onlookers from taking further action.
“Does the royal family know about this?”
Twitter user @harryharefoot said. “I feel like
ole Liz might take issue with this.”
“Ole Liz,” being Queen Elizabeth II, did,
in fact, take issue with Dash. In a televised
address on November 1, she announced the
royal family would be suing Dash the Defender
for claiming a knighthood without receiving
such a title from the Queen.
“This vagrant will be put to justice for his
slander,” Queen Elizabeth said.
The details on the exact nature of the lawsuit
are yet to come, but Dordt has already been
preparing a defense council for the mascot.
“Our main argument at the moment is that
Dash’s official title is “Defender,” not a knight,”
Hoekstra said. “Since he has never claimed to
be ‘Sir Dash,’ we are hopeful that our defense
will stand.”
Other members of administration are less
optimistic.
“I’m not sure that there is truly enough of a
difference between a ‘defender’ and a ‘knight.’”
Robert Taylor said. “I was hopeful that Dash
might perhaps earn a knighthood naturally and
that this issue would blow over, but after seeing
Queen Elizabeth’s address, I’m not sure that
will be possible.”
The minds of internet denizens are not easily
swayed either, with many people expressing
their distain for Dordt’s decisions to defend
their Defender against the lawsuit.
“Dordt should just realize they were in the

wrong and fire Dash,” Harold Godwinson, a
freshman history major, said. “Why spend all
the money in court when they could just do the
right thing and get rid of him?”
As the news of the lawsuit has spread,
Dordt students have rallied around the mascot,
forming the “Defend the Defender Coalition,”
lead by senior history major Sam Samson.
“Dash is as worthy as anyone to receive a
knighthood. I mean, Sean Connery and Elton
John have knighthoods and they’re nowhere
near as cool as Dash. I hope Queen Elizabeth
will take time to get to know him and see how
wonderful he really is,” Samson said.

Vander Heinzma has also become a
prominent figure in the movement supporting
Dash. “He’s noble, honorable, and loyal to
his people,” she said. “I’d say that makes him
as much of a knight as any other throughout
history.”
Though Dash himself has been unavailable
to make a statement as he prepares to go toeto-toe with the longest-reigning monarch in
British history, Hoekstra has been advocating
on his behalf.
“Dash is family.” Hoekstra said. “You don’t
turn your back on family. We’ll get him through
this, whatever the outcome may be.”

Dash the Defender caught stealing food
A Disappointed Defender and A Hungry Student
— Staff Writers
Over the past few weeks, students have
noticed food shortages at the Defender Grille.
Their usual pretzel buns, crispy chicken
sandwiches, milk, and fruits, have been
exchanged for smaller, less properly portioned
items. Though some have chalked up the
emptier shelves and to-go boxes to pandemicrelated supply chain shortages, the real culprit
resides much closer to home.
This past Friday night, seniors Tom Ato
and Brock Oli took the situation into their own
hands.
“I’ve been losing weight and I wanted to
know why,” Tom Ato said.
The famished pair staked out the Grille for
hours over the weekend without a single,
Reformed soul entering the area. They just
about gave up, until Oli heard a clanging from
the soda machine.
“It was Dash,” Oli said. “That pig.”
The mascot’s bloated abdomen and 80s
era shoulder pads squeezed through the nowunlocked doors of the Grille.
Dash, clearly familiar with the Grille’s
layout, beelined to the raw chicken patties,
ran them through the toaster, slapped them
into a pretzel bun, and shoved them down his
visor. The mascot then pried the Grab n’ Go
refrigerator open with his sword, guzzling half
the milk bottles and emptying every fruit cup
into the formless black rectangle on his helmet.
When he’d eaten his fill, Dash lay down on
the kitchen floor and slept until 4:47 a.m., when
his alarm went off. Then, he raced outside,
across the lawn, and into the Commons. There,

the Defender ran not to the food, but to the dish
washing station, where he used the machine to
sharpen his sword.
Ato and Oli, stunned by the event, reported
their findings to President Hoekstra, who
admitted prior knowledge of Dash’s dining
habits.
“We’ve been allowing Dash to raid our
kitchens so that he stays swole,” Hoekstra said.
That night, Hoekstra sent an email to the
campus explaining that Dash was the reason

their meal portions had been reduced: “You
can’t control a mascot when it’s still finding its
true self.”
The students’ response, according to
Hoekstra, has been “overwhelmingly positive.”
“I, for one, am happy to give up my meals
for Dash,” Bro Shmo, a junior football player
said. “After all, without his support we wouldn’t
ever win.”
The student body recognized Dash’s value
to the university. Some students, including

freshman Callie Flower, switched from the 21mean plan to the 5-meal plan. Their stomachs
could suffer for the glorification of their foamy
knight.
“Frankly, I can’t believe they didn’t tell us
sooner,” Brock Oli said, “I would have been the
first one helping him make a kebab.”
Though Dash’s midnight raids have come
as a surprise to the hungry student body, the
mascot’s behavior hasn’t matched Northwestern
College’s Red Raider. When, years ago, the
Raider made his debut, he started a mosh pit in
the Orange City Taco John’s, hospitalizing two
students. Hoekstra said Dash has not shown any
such violent tendencies, preferring instead to
greet fans one by one.
“Dash is a lover, not a fighter,” said Ross
Douma, Dordt’s athletic director. “The sword is
really just for show, and yes, to use like a canopener.”
Dash consumes 16,000 calories every day,
Douma said, and Dordt has had difficulty
accommodating his dietary needs. The
university has found it easier to simply let
Dash eat what he wants and adjust the students’
accommodations to fit. He said the college has
tried to keep the mascot’s eating habits quiet
until now.
“It’s just not a topic that people are
comfortable with,” Douma said. “Who wants to
know what and how a mascot eats? And who
wants to hear that a foam knight is getting first
dibs on the food?”

paige, my neice, is six.
isn’t she just the cutest little thing

DIY

Thank you, Dordt

Quiz: Which parking lot are you?
Fedup Withdrivers- Staff Writer

It’s no secret that parking on Dordt
University’s campus can be a test of one’s
wits, even on a good day. Each of the available
spaces for students to leave their vehicles comes
with its own set of unique highs and lows; in a
sense, each parking lot has its own personality.
This quiz seeks to find the parking lot with
which you are most compatible so you know
where your car best belongs. Keep track of the
letters you choose for each question and find
your parking lot soulmate based on the letter
you chose the most.
Pick a Song
A. Shotgun – George Ezra
B. Way Less Sad – AJR
C. All Too Well – Taylor Swift
D. Royals – Lorde
E. Sail – AWOLNATION
F. good 4 u – Olivia Rodrigo
G. MEGALOVANIA – Toby Fox
H. Some Nights – fun.
I. Country Song (Pandering) – Bo Burnham
Pick an Unofficial Dordt Student Activity
A. Building a limousine and then shredding
its tires outside East Campus
B. Leaving offerings on The Gift
C. Parking illegally
D. Awkwardly interacting with your

professors when you run into them at Walmart
E. Dordt Walks
F. Becoming a photographer
G. Going to Walmart to feel something
H. Scrolling through the Dordt Instagram
accounts
I. Trying not to get into a car accident in
Siberia
Pick an Obscure Holiday
A. Fat Bear Week
B. National Answer Your Cat’s Questions
Day
C. International Talk Like a Pirate Day
D. May the 4th Be with You
E. Bittersweet Chocolate with Almonds Day
F. International Bat Week
G. Penguin Awareness Day
H. No-Brainer Day
I. Microwave Oven Day
Pick a Dordt Cultural Phenomenon
A. Casey’s Breakfast Pizza
B. 55th’s new hours
C. Taylor Swift re-releasing her music
D. Motorized scooters
E. Dash the Defender
F. Baby Yoda
G. Squid Game
H. Dr. Kuiper’s sweaters
I. Don the Campus Cat
Pick a Plant Owned by My Roommates
A. The Fern
B. The Weird Braided Tree Thing
C. The Succulent I Haven’t Watered in
Months #1
D. The Succulent I Haven’t Watered in
Months #2
E. The Fake Christmas Tree
F. The Orchids
G. The Pokey Cactus
H. The Ceramic Mushroom
I. The Morning Glory
A. Siberia – Ah, Siberia, you overworked
and underappreciated thing. People might
complain about how far away Siberia is, or

how badly people park there, or how there’s no
room to park your car there, but what would we
do without her? Without Siberia, how would
we, as students, connect over our hatred of
crappy parking? Where would the Pro-Tech
students build their limousine? Where would
the snowmobilers take up spaces for their
snowmobiles? Though we say her name like it’s
a curse word, Siberia really is the backbone of
campus parking.
B. Covenant Lot – Home of the Campus
Cats, this lot is a great deal for Covey residents
and an okay-ish deal for East Campus residents.
Overall, there’s not much to note about this lot.
It’s there, it does its job, and you might see a
cat on your way through. Keep on keeping on,
Covenant Lot.
C. East Campus Loop – A place of pain
and joy. Parking here should be the crèmede-la-crème for East Campus residents, but it
is sullied by the Fire Lane Parking Brigade.
Getting a spot in the East Campus Loop means
you won’t have to walk far to find your vehicle,
but it also means that you might hit a big black
Jeep on your way out. Is the risk worth the short
walk? If you can find a spot, probably.
D. Kuyper – Parking in the Kuyper lot is a
little like playing Russian Roulette; will parking
in this spot earn me a parking ticket or not? The
only way to find out is to park there for the
night and risk paying the price in the morning.
Kuyper Parking is a fickle mistress, a place with
great rewards and great consequences…and
people who can’t park correctly to save their
lives.
E. Soccer Field Parking – People act
like this lot is better than Siberia but, in truth,
it’s really not. I mean, sure, you’re closer to
Southview and slightly closer to Covenant, but
you also run the risk of getting hit by either
sporting spectators trying to park close to the
fields, or dudes in big diesel trucks who can’t
figure out how to drive on ice, full-wheel drive
or not.

Jimmy Fallon- Staff Comedian
F. Movie Star Alley – This short line of
parking spots is the goldmine for Southview.
If you get parking here, you’re a star. You’re
royalty. You’re next in line for the Nobel Peace
Prize. Of course, it’s only a few yards closer
to Southview than the Soccer Field Parking,
and you have to dig through 4-foot drifts in
the winter to get your car out, but hey, at least
you didn’t have to walk those extra thirty yards,
right?
G. West Hall – A parking lot that reeks of
desperation. Underclassmen brutally fight to
park here every hour of every day because,
if they fail to secure a spot here, the only real
alternative is to walk all the way back from
Siberia. In the winter, this can be a dangerous
feat, as students risk hypothermia and windburn
going back and forth from their cars. It kind of
reminds me of that documentary, March of the
Penguins. Is this tiny parking lot a scheme from
administration to weed out the weaklings from
the underclassmen? I can’t say for sure, but I
salute you, West Hall ladies. I salute you.
H. Commons – The second largest
collection of beat-up pickups on campus. This
lot must be strictly reserved for people who
have never parked a vehicle before, based on
my observations. It is, however, the location of
one of the biggest serotonin boosts on campus:
the Ag Day Animal Pens. The one day of cuddly
animals and the fact that it’s the best parking
option for the men of North and East earns this
lot some points.
I. The Fairgrounds – Oh, Fairgrounds
Parking. You didn’t ask for this. Alas, the AllSeasons Center and Dordt Administration
sometimes decide to kick students out of their
already less-than-ideal Siberia spots, and you
get drafted again. I am sorry you have to deal
with our moans and groans as we move our cars
to your lot every few weeks and hope we don’t
get attacked by the ghosts of Heritage Village
on our long walk back to campus.

What they didn’t tell you
about Midwest winters cont. Student Engagement ranks
cont. from pg. 2
...won’t be that bad.” You can sit down and
read this from the perspective of your tropical
friends who are used to warm, sunny days
instead of cold, windy ones. I’m talking about

the poor souls who had the privilege of living
in warmer climates where snow comes once
every blue moon (or not at all). It also goes out
to those who do have snow, but the kind that
when you see falling outside the window of a...
cont. on pg. 8

Horoscopes: The Calling
Stressed Mess—Staff Goon
Ares: Try walking backwards through doors
for good luck.
Tauros: CRIMES CRIMES CRIMES
CRIMES CRIMES CRIMES (please stop doing
crimes, or don’t, it’s your choice).
Gemini: Your one true love will be wearing
Dordt University merchandise from the Dordt
University Campus Store, your source for all
things black and gold. At the Dordt University
Campus Store, get exclusive Dordt University
textbooks, music, apparel, giftables, promotions,
and more. This horoscope is brought to you by
the Dordt University Campus Store. Your one
true love will also have a 98 percent chance of
being tall, blonde, and very Dutch.
Cancer: It’s okay to feel overwhelmed. Go
outside, get some fresh air, pet a campus cat,
heck, maybe even steal one of the cats…maybe
you’ll get a new best friend.
LEO: Oh no! You’ve got to stop scrolling
Tik Tok! Your ability to relate to your peers on a
personal level is evaporating! The broken tables
aren’t funny anymore. So, pick up your phone
and call your mom. She misses you. She also

knows about your Tik Tok addiction. Busted.
Vertigo: Oh no. Your life, as seen in my
crystal ball, seems to be in danger. I advise you
to stop putting off that eight page paper.
Hulst Library: Please return that book you
owe me, I really miss it. Literally crying.
Scorpion Ring: Look at that. That’s art.
With a capital A. Yep, it’s Art.
Spaghetti: Do you see that light at the end of
the tunnel? No, it’s not a train. It’s finals week
and it’s coming to suplex you into a state of
panic. Have fun!
Capri Sun: I dare you to climb the science
building and scream. Do it. You won’t.
Aquarium: Every sunset is just Mother
Nature dunking on us, nice and slow. She’s
making sure we know she owns the court.
Pesto: I’m sorry for keeping you in my
freezer all semester. I kind of forgot you were
in there. My bad, bro.

number one club on campus
Anita Mann – Maybe A. Little-Desperate
Dordt University is known, even on the
national level, as #1 in Student Engagement.
This never-taken-out-of-context stat extends
past the classroom and into the personal lives
of students. For those attending Dordt, a quality
education is second on the list of priorities.
The first is, of course, to establish a Christcentered relationship with the love of your
life. According to Student Services, a new
engagement is announced every eleven days.
The Student Engagement Club aims to
increase the number of Dordt engagements and
to strengthen the relationships of couples prior
to popping the big question. Upon admittance
to the club, members complete a series of
surveys and a DNA test.
“You just never know who’s related to
who around here. It’s better to get it out of the
way right at the beginning, before you’re two
years in and realize your great-grandfathers
are brothers,” said Anna Close-the-Van Door,
club co-founder. “Not that I have any personal
experience with that.”
Since its formation about two days ago, the
Student Engagement Club is proud to announce
that five new couples have engaged thanks to
its services.
“The only female I’ve talked to since WOW
Week is Dr. Manuela Ayee,” senior engineering
major, Vaughn Van Vande Vander Dyke said.
“You just get so caught up with papers and
math problems to think about it. I’m nearing
the end of my college career and was starting
to get a little worried. Thanks to the Student
Engagement Club, my worries are no more.

They set me up with a lovely girl I think I could
build a future with.”
Close-the-Van Door said Dordt is proud
to provide such an opportunity to students,
especially for those with engineering majors.
“I was just looking for a good Christian
boi to carry on the Dutch traditions with,”
sophomore Hanna Von de Fence said. “It’s so
much easier to go through the club and have fun
with all the different activities and outings they
plan. Now I’ll have a discount on tuition next
year! After June 4 this summer actually. When
I asked my girlfriend to be my bridesmaid, oh
you should have seen it… we cried and cried.
Huge shoutout to the Student Engagement
Club!”
To sign up for the club and secure a ring by
spring, scan the QR code provided.

Thank you, East Campus, for showing me that
a dorm and prison can look the same.
Thank you, Kuyper parking, for being a
massive parking lot nobody can actually park
in.  
Thank you, water, for tasting terrible and
killing all my hair.
Thank you, Dordt prairie, for reminding me
that I am indeed, single.
Thank you, Commons, for increasing my
toilet time every day.
Thank you, air conditioning, for only
existing in the female dorms.
Thank you, cross country team, for being the
only successful team even though nobody pays
attention to you.
Thank you, Barb.
Thank you, Dordt, for giving me a degree
and still making me feel like I failed college
because I’m graduating single.
Thank you, Sioux Center, for teaching me
that I’m going to hell for mowing my lawn on
Sunday one time three years ago.

misc

Thank you, people who steal longboards and
scooters, for being the worst ever.
Thank you, Dordt football, for recruiting
50% of incoming students each year.
Thank you, rec center community gym, for
holding up since the school was founded in
1955.
Thank you, Wall Street Journal, for
understanding how many of our students get
engaged each year.
Thank you Dordt laundry, for taking my
money even though I pay $348585759 for
school every semester.
Thank you, campus cats, for being a friend
that always comes back.
Thank you, Commons chicken, for being
drier than professor Kuiper’s jokes.
Thank you, education department, for
carrying this school on your back.
Thank you, Abraham Kuyper, for giving Dordt
a line to throw into every speech professors
give at every event ever. #every #square #inch

No one to date after tristate!
Still Single- Staff Writer
			
This has got to be a joke.
I mean, what else am I supposed to think? I
know Dordt University doesn’t have fraternities,
but surely this is some sick way to haze new
students into the tight-knit Dutch community. If
not, I am having a hard time believing this is
real!
Let me start at the beginning. I was a late
arrival to Dordt; I got to campus a week after
Heartland break—whatever that is. The first
week was hard. All the people in my year knew
where everything was, what all the teachers
were like, how terrible the Commons food was,
etc. After a few weeks, though, I began to feel
comfortable in my classes, I found a solid group
of friends, heck, I even joined the Cannons of
Dordt! But the best thing out of all of these was
my 8:00 a.m. class. It wasn’t so much for the
class itself, but for a particular person in my
class.
A girl.
I sat next to her on my first day. The idyllic
Dutch country girl. She was cute, kind, smart,
managed to pay attention in class (I’m sure you
all know how hard McCarthy is to listen to first
thing in the morning). I was enraptured by her.
The only weird thing was when I told my friends
about her. Of course, they knew her, but when
I talked about my feelings, they all got weird
looks on their faces. I thought they were just
being idiots, so I kept finding excuses to talk to
her. I knew after a week I wanted to ask her out,
so I decided to meet with her after class and talk
to her privately. I was so nervous that morning, I
barely said a word to her during class. She kept
turning to me, looking concerned. When we
started to pack up, she asked me if everything
was okay. I nodded, but said I wanted to tell her
something.
We stepped outside the classroom building,
and I told her how I felt. My heart was pounding
as she looked down at her shoes, then gave me a
sorry smile. The next four words she said were
what I feared hearing the most, and my heart
sank into my feet.

“I have a boyfriend.”
I nodded, trying my best to act cool, but I felt
so low walking to my next class. Luckily, I was
in the same class with a buddy, and he was all
smiles that morning.
I asked him why he was so happy, and he
told me he had a really good date with his
girlfriend last night. They had kissed for the first
time! I was happy for him, but it also made me
feel worse.
“I didn’t know you had a girlfriend,” I said.
“Of course I do, everyone does after
Tristate,” he chuckled.
I laughed at his joke, then told him about my
failed escapade. He looked at me, then started
laughing. Hard. At me!
“I’m sorry man, I just can’t believe no one
told you,” he finally said after catching his
breath.
“Told me what?” I started to feel nervous.
“We had a speed dating night after heartland,
and it went really well. I originally went as a
joke, but everyone else was so serious about it,
I couldn’t help thinking about my future, and
how much I wanted to find my wife while I was
here, so…the mood just infected me I guess.”
“So what happened after that?” I dreaded to
hear his reply.
My buddy shrugged. “Everyone found their
match. There’s no longer any single girls on
campus. In fact, there might not be any other
singles besides…” he trailed off when he saw
the shock on my face. I just left. I refused to
believe it at the time, but then I started asking
around. Out of the dozens of girls I’ve talked
to, every single one of them has a boyfriend.
Every. Single. One. It really is true. How is it
possible? I know “Ring by Spring” exists, but
this is ridiculous. I don’t know what to do. I’d
been told Dordt was a good school for getting
your M.R.S. degree, but it seems like everyone
will be getting theirs but me. It just feels rotten,
you know? I got here at the wrong time, and I
am paying the price.

seven severe.

Students go to extremes
to get Wi-Fi connection
Trying to Connect- Staff Buffoon
Injury-related appointments have overrun
Student Health services these past few weeks.
Injuries have included minor scrapes, twisted
ankles, fractured wrists, broken ribs, and
cracked skulls.
“I have never seen so many students coming
to our offices with bruises and broken bones,”
said an employee of the Student Health and
Counselling Center.
Injured students claim the poor Wi-Fi
connection is to blame. Being forced to get
creative with where to find strong connection,
Dordt University students are pushing their
limits.
“None of the logical places for good WiFi have good Wi-Fi,” sophomore Joshua
Vande Borg said. “The library, dorm halls, and
classroom buildings have no connection.”
Students have been forced to search for
working Wi-Fi spots on campus, leading to the
occupation of unconventional locations to do
homework. Students have been found on top
of buildings, in the prairie, and on the athletic
fields in search of precious signal. Mobs of
students have been reportedly sitting outside of
President Erik Hoekstra’s office at all hours of
the night.
“I discovered this spot my freshman year
when I got into a bit of trouble with Hoekstra
and was doing a quick Google search on how
to suck up to a university president,” said senior
Levi Van De Voff, one of the many who has
been seen outside of Hoekstra’s office working
on homework.“I have never seen such quick
results come up on a Google search.”
Between classes, the hallway to Hoekstra’s
office can be so crowded he is forced to crowd
surf to reach his own door.
“I can’t say I have been upset about the
situation,” said Hoekstra. “The crowd surfing
has been an exciting and different way to begin
and end the day.”
The two other most popular locations for
homework have been the Fries statue and the
clock tower. Groups of students have been seen
sitting on top of the Fries statue and the clock
tower in order to get adequate connection.
“I don’t know how I discovered it honestly,”
said junior Emma De Viss. “But I am up there

after class every day. I’ve only fractured my
wrist twice, so not too bad. There are others
who have had worse experiences. At least we
all submitted our work on time.”
Another popular location has been the
bathrooms on campus. Lines for the bathroom
stretch the length of the hallways, and the
average wait time is dependent on the major
who uses the bathroom.
“You want to be in line behind a
communications major,” said Vander Borg.
“Their assignments take two to three minutes
tops. But if you’re behind an engineer, you
might as well take the zero on the assignment.”
Professors have not noticed the lack
of internet connection and continue to
assign papers, discussion posts, and online
assignments.
Dordt has made no statements about the
situation or what they plan to do about the lack
of quality Wi-Fi.
“I am worried about what we will all have
to do when it gets super cold and icy.” De
Viss said. “I guess it’s just part of the college
experience.”

Defender Forever: Gift
boxes of horror cont.
cont. from pg. 1
...of Hoekstra’s soul makes me wonder what
else is hidden in the shadows.”
Of the known Horcruxes, there are 37
soul-fragments bonded to silver miniatures of
Dash the Defender, 13 bonded to stationary
ink sets, and three bonded to limited-run gold
wristwatches. These known Horcruxes span
across 27 countries.
Members of the program have also reported
hearing eerie phrases arising from the soulbound objects.
“I woke up at three a.m. to hear ‘Bring
me the Shalom,’” Neville Shorttop, a 15-year
member, said. “It’s quite frightening.”
“My wristwatch shrieked ‘You will always
be a Defender!’ while I was on my run,” Roland
Turner, a “Defender Forever” member, said. “I
can’t take my watch off either; it’s bound to my
skin.”
Hoekstra has denied all accusations of
splitting his soul into 53 pieces.
“To split a soul into two pieces is
unfathomable, let alone 53,” Hoekstra said.
“The Defender Forever program is a way to
reward those for donating, not for distributing
my soul to donators.”
There have been unsuccessful attempts
to destroy Hoekstra’s soul fragments.
Individuals have tried placing the Horcruxes on
Northwestern merch, bringing them into non-

Reformed churches, and reciting anti-Dordt
phrases.
“Horcruxes are almost impossible to
destroy,” Justin Bailey, professor of theology,
said. “The only known method involves
breaking apart the objects with the sword of
Dash the Defender, but Dash has presumably
been kept in the underground tunnels since his
tweets landed him in hot water. They’re saying
that’s where the cats are hiding, but I don’t buy
it.”
Additional reports of phrases such as
“University, not college,” and “Defender
Nation is waiting” have been heard from the
objects.
The formational processes of these
Horcruxes is still unknown, but witnesses have
reported seeing cat sacrifices at The Gift over
the last few weeks.
“Dash stood sword-over-head above the
outstretched hands of The Gift where two dead
cats hung from,” Jenna Black, a Dordt student,
said. “They kept chanting ‘Shalom’ as a white
cloud of smoke entered shiny silver objects on
the ground.”
While not every Defender Forever box has
contained a Horcrux, individuals are advised to
exercise caution with the objects they receive.
The university is still offering the program for
those wanting to participate.
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A Letter to West Hall
Klein Haan- Staff Writer
Dear ladies of West Hall,
We get it. Your plumbing is bad. Somebody’s
toilet or shower or sink or whatever else
overflows every other night. Your bathroom
floods. Your carpets get soaked. Everything
smells like sewer, and one time you had to move
out of your room into East Campus in order to
deep clean the carpets.
But honestly, all of those plumbing problems
are not nearly as bad as living in North or East
Hall.
We don’t have enough soap dispensers. Our
shower curtains are old and don’t close all the
way Our bathroom stalls aren’t tall enough, so
when I – a tall Dutch boy – stand up, I can see
myself in the mirror or, worse, make eye contact
with someone else in the bathroom. Our garbage
gets too full on the weekend, and no one takes
it out. The slope of the stairs is too steep. Third
floor of East Hall always smells like bacon. And
I do I need mention the A/C situation?
We hit our heads on the lofts, play footsies
or worse with our roommates who we got
paired with, and walk all over one another in
prison cells without bars?
I’m not lying when I say that I spend a
couple hours a day sitting on my floral couch,
staring into nothingness. You know why so
many people at Dordt get married? Because our
housing situations are so bad that we’d rather
face the terrifying prospect of talking to girls
in Covey than risk staying in our dorms for
too long. Who knows what kind of mold lurks
beneath the carpets.
So, in my humble male opinion, our
buildings’ problems are much worse than yours.

I should not have to stand up in a bathroom
stall and make eye contact with myself every
morning. If I wanted to self-introspect, I’d go to
therapy.
So, who cares if your carpet smells like
sewage for the rest of the year, or you can’t take
a shower for a week? I haven’t showered since
heartland break and I’m just fine. Brushing your
teeth with a water bottle? Easy solution: don’t
brush your teeth like the rest of us.
I believe that we as men are being
discriminated against. It is a well-known truth
that girls’ dorms are much better than boys’
dorms. This is, by definition, sexism. Just
because we don’t wash our hands after we go
to the bathroom doesn’t mean that we don’t
deserve more soap dispensers.
Big whoop if you all had to be evacuated from
the building because of a “chemical reaction.”
One kid down the hall from me is keeping a
Defender sandwich in his closet for the whole
semester, just to see what happens. The stench
is unbearable, but we don’t complain, and we
don’t get evacuated.
And we haven’t even mentioned our lack of
air conditioning. It’s not our fault we stink so
bad in the hot months (actually, it is, because
if Jake Gyllenhaal says showering is optional,
then showering is optional).
Just because all of West Hall is flooding
with sewage, doesn’t mean that everyone else’s
issues can be ignored.
Sincerely,
Klein Haan
#maleandproud

ONION

Dordt’s University’s most
attractive statues
Not A. Statue-Staff Writer
		
HONORABLE MENTIONS:
The Plaster Head In The Sketchy Outdoor
Art Department Cubby
When I say huge, I mean huge. This statue is
as big as a human body. I find it creepy. But, hey,
to each their own. I don’t know if it’s even still
there. I’m not going back to check either. The
last time I visited the outdoor art department
cubby, the head’s eyes followed me around like
a haunted, decapitated David.
The Sundial
It’s a sundial. What else is there to say.
THE TOP FIVE:
5: The Fries (Enlaced)
If you squint from the clock tower, maybe it
could look like some tall, Dutch boy who just
dropped his girlfriend off at Covey. Or maybe
it looks like a Covenant girl walking to lunch
alone because all her friends turned her down.
But up close, the fries are just a bunch of rusty
red squiggles. Sure, there’s some nice curves
and symmetry there, however, it doesn’t look
even remotely close to a human, so stick to
far-off squinting for this one. I’m told the fries
is actually supposed to be called The Burning
Bush, but no one says that. Literally no one. It
is the fries at this point, whether the statue likes
it or not.
4: Abstract Metal Art
This statue doesn’t get the time of day
from most students on campus. In fact, I didn’t
realize the statue existed until reporting for this
article. For those unaware, the abstract metal art
is tucked in a corner past the library entrance.
It’s downside? It looks nothing like a human.
It looks nothing like anything. It’s upside? If

you’re into mysterious characters, there’s some
intrigue to it. Maybe it’s hidden away for a
reason. Maybe it’s just playing coy. Will anyone
ever know?
3: Sad Buddy™
He’s perfect for hopeless romantics. The Sad
Buddy™ owns a dejected pose and a formless
face onto which you can project a variety
of contemplative emotions. It will always
appreciate your company. As an outcast, it’s
been through a lot in life, and you’ll be the one
who finally understands it. You two are special
and destined for each other. As a bonus, you
can use the little cubby the arms make as a
cupholder.
2: The Gift (from the back)
Why must these proportions exist? Just,
why? I have never seen any human with glutes
or legs like this. The back and shoulders are
fine, I guess, but the rest is basically a middle
finger to the human anatomy. I get so worked
up about unattainable body standards like this.
It’s set up to make men feel insecure about what
their creator gave them. To the men of Dordt
University, it’s okay. Don’t listen to society.
You don’t have to be like The Gift to get a ring
by spring. You are loved with or without that
thick, asymmetrical booty.
1: The Gift (from the front)
Look at his face, his cheekbones, his weirdly
pursed lips. Look at his gangly arms, ready to
welcome you (and NOT animal sacrifices, come
on people). Look at his giraffe neck, his scraped
and sculpted torso, his curly hair which never
moves in the wind. We have found it, folks: the
pinnacle of attraction.

What they didnt’ tell you
about Midwest winters cont.
cont. from pg. 6

West is always best
Dorm Inspector - Staff Writer
West Hall gets a lot of flak for being one of
the worst places to live on campus. Most people
are just blindly looking in and have no idea
of the wonderful things happening within the
walls of West Hall. As you are living there, you
will get to be great friends with the maintenance
staff, as they are there quite frequently to keep
West in tip-top shape. West Hall may not have
mood lights like the boys’ dorms, but it does
keep things interesting with color-changing
shower water. You may even gain immunity to
Covid from the antibodies in the walls after West
served as a quarantine haven last year. The West
Hall parking lot is just as elite as the building
itself; a wide variety of poorly parked, jackedup pickups forces you to enjoy a nice walk back
from Siberia to stay in shape. Lastly, the general
ambiance of the entire building makes you feel
like you are at home and welcomed.
In light of the recent negativity towards
West, here is a quick review of the other
underclassmen housing to show you exactly
why you would not want to live anywhere else.
North Hall •As you walk in the building, you are greeted
by a wafting smell of rotting bananas, 3 weeks
of garbage, and a nice mixture of B.O.
•Be careful or you might get flashed by a
man with his towel hanging a little too low even
though there is nothing to show underneath.
•North Hall wins the competition for most
“mood” lights.

Covenant Hall •You cannot take a shower without a large
hairball from someone else’s head on the wall
staring you right in the face.
•There is a 100% guarantee you will run into
at least 8 freshman boys walking the hallways
or the basement acting like they are there to see
a girl, but in reality, they could not get a girl to
talk to them if they tried.
•“If you’re feeling adventurous, walk into
any stall in a Covey bathroom and you will
be surprised to find a USED feminine product
sprawled out on the floor,” a former Covenant
Hall resident said.
East Hall:
•This is where the short dudes live, and let’s
be real, no one wants to go into a short guys’
dorm room.
•The washing machines in East Hall might
as well be gifted to East Campus apartments
because they don’t get used there anyway.
•Your dorm might catch on fire due to
the overwhelming number of contraband
microwaves in the closets.
So, although there may be some experimental
testing going on in the pipes down below of
the beloved West Hall dorm, it is still and will
always be the best place for underclassmen to
live. West is always best.

...Hallmark movie, where everyone is happily
enjoying their evening without wondering how
fast the wind is blowing outside.
Nothing prepared me for my first winter at
Dordt. No one told me how bad it would be.
They told me it was going to be cold, but never
told me how cold. My first year here, they
canceled classes for a day due to wind chills,
making it as cold as -54 degrees. The magic of
winter disappeared a week into the season—as
soon as I realized Sioux Center snow piles up
and sticks around until April. I used to think it
was a joke when people said it snowed for half
the year but looking back, it really wasn’t.
No one told me there would be three stages
of winter with a bit of spring in between. The
first stage of winter (which should be called
Fake Winter) happens sometime between late
October and early November. Snow falls but
doesn’t typically stick around, and it isn’t meant
to. Think of this snow as a warning sign for
what’s to come. This snow lasts up to a couple
of days and will melt and freeze into thin ice. If
you already took out your thick winter jacket
during this period, I’m sorry. This stage is
when you’re in denial of the oncoming winter
weather, still wearing your cute fall outfits.
Then comes the actual snow. The stuff that
sticks. Snow will fall sideways as the wind
whips you and your hair around. This is close to
the time when everyone starts praying. As soon
as you take a step outside, it’s a battle between
you, time, and the frigid air. You survive by
improvising, adapting, and overcoming. You
tilt your head away from the wind to breathe.
You take smaller, shuffling penguin strides as
you navigate the icy paths. People say things
like, “It wouldn’t be so bad if it wasn’t for the
wind.” But the wind will always be there, even
if you can’t see it. That’s why not checking the
weather map before leaving your room could
lead to an utter betrayal. You’ll fight for your
life as you walk diagonally to counter the wind,
pushing you away from the sidewalk and into a
pile of snow.

There will be blizzards. There will be nights
so cold your tears start to freeze. Your vision
will be so impaired that you’ll wish you were
a bat with echolocation. Looking at the snow is
fun—for a week tops. But any longer than that
and the snow just turns into white mountains,
taunting you about the warm breeze you used to
take for granted. Your room will become your
Hibernation Cave™ and you’ll need all your
willpower to get out of bed each morning.
Then comes Fool’s Spring, where spring
dangles on the end of a fishing pole, just out of
reach. The snow will melt for a bit, but it will
come back. It always does. Expect to bring a
winter coat in the morning and take it off by the
evening during the month of March. But don’t
put your coats away just yet because it will most
likely snow again in April. By then, everyone is
sick of the snow. The pretty icicles and white
sheets turn into brown slush and mud, breaking
the “Winter Wonderland” image. But as soon
as the April snow is done, winter is officially
over and spring has finally come. Although
spring only lasts a couple of weeks before the
sweltering heat of summer returns, those few
weeks are when Dordt’s campus turns into a
beautiful blend of blooming flowers.
Winter is always tough, especially if
you need to trek from Covenant Hall to the
classroom building. But if you can survive four
or more years of this bone-chilling weather, I
can say with certainty that you can survive
anything. The winter in this area turns you into
a problem solver and makes you use parts of
your brain you never thought you could. You
become one with nature as you look up and see
the “snow clouds” and always know to never
trust a forecasted sunny day until you step
out of your house. If the weather looks warm
outside, the wind will likely be there, waiting
to play tug-of-war with you. And so, I hope this
year you will be ready. I hope, for your sake,
you are now prepared. Or at least remember
in the back of your head that the long nights
and snowy days will be a part of your life for
months to come.
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Dordt’s new Commons exclusive to athletes
Privi L. Eged-Athlete- Staff Writer
On Wednesday, Dordt University announced
their “Build Back Best” movement. This
movement includes building projects like a
functional toilet for West Hall, air conditioning
in North and East Hall by 2100, the indoor
turf dome, and the new Commons. The next
day, the university altered their plans for the
new Commons, opting to make the dining hall
exclusive to athletes, and continuing to utilize
the old Commons for the rest of the student
body.
“Our athletes are great, Dordt University
President Hoekstra said.
“We want to see them eat great.”
Though health inspectors recently located
asbestos in the floors of the current Commons, a
local contractor told the university “not to worry
too much” about any plans for remodeling.
“It only sometimes causes cancer,” said
Cospiri Theorie, the contractor. “And that’s
what the CDC is telling you. So, can you really
trust that information?”
While a complete demolition of the building
was thought to be necessary, Dordt thought
outside the box.
“We wanted to conserve and reuse as much
of our campus as possible,” said Howard
Wilson, the vice president.

The university’s non-athletes will continue
to dine at the old Commons and the Grille.
As for the new, athlete-only Commons, the
building’s name is under consideration, with
Dash’s Diner seeming to be the popular choice.
“We really wanted a space where our athletes
could eat all that they wanted in order for our
Defender Nation athletics to perform to the
highest quality,” Athletic Director Ross Douma
said. “Athletes are better than your Average Joe,
and they need to eat like they’re better too.”
The football team’s locker room in the All
Seasons Center already always carries food and
drink: sandwiches, granola bars, water bottles,
and other packaged food that looks strikingly
similar to the food that Dordt Dining sent to
students in quarantine last year.
The Dordt football team shares the locker
room with the Sioux Center high school football
team and the Blades hockey team, but Burley
Burlesson said “no one eats our food.”
“Those smaller boys take one pork chop at
the Commons for every ten I take,” Burlesson
said. “That’s why I, I mean we, need our own
dining hall.”
The football team had already been
searching for ways to keep their players eating
during season.

#finsta :P- Staff Writer

#4: @du.commonscrimes
With a catchy name and a commendable
purpose, Dordt University Commons Crimes
is pleasant surprise for Dordt Instagram users.
Calling out every faux pas committed in the
Commons, this page reminds us all of the
rules for proper dining. When you witness a
crime committed in the Commons, report it to
this page immediately. Let’s hold each other
accountable and make a better future for Dordt
Dining as a whole.
#3: @dordt.parking
Wait, you aren’t following @dordt.parking
yet? This nifty little page anonymously exposes
the mediocre parking jobs that plague our
campus. The license plates are blacked out,
of course, but the message is effectively sent.
Thank you, @dordt.parking, for doing your
good work. Oh, and would Dordt Security
please follow this page as well so that they
know who to actually give parking tickets to?
#2: @zestydordtmemes
You all saw it coming. What would a DordtInstagram ranking list be without the original
Zesty Dordt Memes page? Reaching the peak of
humor and sharing the most relatable of content
for students, this page really does almost have
it all. Honestly, the only thing keeping this page
from the top ranking is that one time it broke
down community with its Dordt employment
meme. Don’t think we’ve forgotten about that,
Zesty.
#1: @defendercats
A balm for the soul, and the epitome of
wholesome. Who doesn’t absolutely love when
this page shares another endearing photo of
our beloved Campus Cats? Advocating for
our four-legged friends on campus as well as
occasionally bending Student Services’ rules,
this page is well deserving of our list’s top spot.

“We were finding that our players were
losing weight during the season because they
weren’t eating enough,” head coach Joel Penner
said.
Now, the football team isn’t the only team
that’s been searching for food. The men’s
basketball team has protein, peanut butter, and
bread in their locker room and is looking for
financial support to add to the different types of
food available to their players.
“Hey, we’re the most important team, so we
should get all the chicken nuggets,” Benjamin
Oorst van Voorstolvan said. “I see the football
team with those fresh pirate bucket hats. They
just should know that we’re the real team
around here.”
The new Commons will serve all current
Defender athletes as well as prospective
Defender athletes too. Eight flatscreen TVs will
be added to the diner along with 4 Xboxes and
4 PlayStations, respectively. The football team
is used to gaming as they have an Xbox in their
locker room along with a ping-pong table.
“We are trying to find space for a ping-pong
table in the new Commons, but that is still a
work in progress,” Hoekstra said.
While construction has not yet begun on
the new commons, the university estimates the

building will be in use by next fall.
“Me and the boys are super pumped,” said
Bro-Son Brotatochip, a football team manager.
Anime and YouTube videos will be shown
when no one is playing video games. The
basketball and football teams have asked that
CNN not be shown.
“I might check it out,” Julianna DutchFriesian, a woman’s golf player said. “But
I must admit that it sounds like the football
players are going to be there a ton. I’ve heard
some say they might just sleep there.”
Dordt Dining has had success hiring a
couple of workers already: three football
players and three basketball players. They will
be paid double the wages of old Commons
workers because they will need to work in a
new environment.
Dordt Dining has said they will allow sports
teams to decorate the New Commons with
whatever they want, citing the importance of
creativity.
“We just ask for no alcohol, swearing, or
girls,” Dordt Dining said in the press release.
“But we are open to the needs of the athletes.”
A special section in the back will be reserved
for the women’s volleyball team at all times.

Official rankings for Dordt Service dog Sierra earns her
Instagram spoof accounts degree
released
Welcome to DordtMojo, and today we’ll be
counting down our picks for the top ten Dordt
Instagram spoof accounts. For this list, we’re
looking at frequency of posting, creativity of
content, and all-around celebration for Defender
Nation. What Dordt Instagram account do you
enjoy the most? Let us know in the comments!
#10: @dordtstarter
Ah, yes. Dordt Starter Packs. You’d have
to be at least a senior to remember this page’s
brief run. While this page is certainly beyond
expiration, its apparent purpose had potential
for true humor. It really is a shame that the page
didn’t get past three posts.
#9: @dordt_rants
This page lasted for about a semester in
2020, but I suppose you never know when
Dordt community members will find something
to rant about. Essentially, all one had to do for
this page was find anything across campus that
looked at them the wrong way and send it in to
the page’s admin. Sorry, “Defenders of Pain”;
you’ll have to exude less negative energy and
post more frequently to rank higher on our list.
#8: @dordt.pranks
Another oldie, but it would be remiss for us
not to resurrect the memory of this legendary
Instagram spoof. Look up this page whenever
you have free time to pay your tributes to some
of the most genius pranks pulled across campus.
From laundry on the Gift to a dead pig on West
Hall’s kitchen table, this page is gold.
#7: @dordt.couples
*Cricket noises*…For goodness sake,
someone PLEASE send this page a picture of
a Dordt couple so they actually have content to
post.
#6: @dsasdordtsecretadmirers
This page provided some fun entertainment
this past summer but has been notably silent
since. We appreciated the spontaneous love
notes to individuals across campus that ranged
in writing abilities and wondered if some
of these notes actually came out of genuine
feelings for another. Hit up this page if you ever
feel the need to anonymously proclaim your
love for that special someone on campus.
#5: @du.barstool
I’m not a big sports person, but nothing
gets me more into the Defender Spirit like @
du.barstool. Each and every tweet shared on
this page makes me proud to be a Defender and
makes me actually consider going to an athletic
event. Go Dordt!

Canis Lupus, PhD– Staff Writer

In the short time she has been on campus,
Sierra the bernadoodle service dog in training
has captured the hearts of many on campus with
her friendly eyes and happy disposition. By the
end of this semester, she will have also captured
her Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology.
Sierra’s class attendance, combined with her
length of study due to dog years, has motivated
Dordt University to bestow their first-ever
degree to a non-human organism.
When asked for a statement, Sierra did not
respond.
Vice President for Student Success and
Dean of Students Robert Taylor said, “We at
Dordt believe in rewarding the hard work of our
students. Sierra has remained steadfast in her
dedication to learning and, as a result, we felt
compelled to reward her.”
After the news of Sierra’s degree spread
like wildfire, there has been an increase in the
number of students who are looking to bring
their pets with them to their classes. Dogs, cats,
guinea pigs, turtles, and other animals have all
been spotted on campus.
One sophomore student said, “If you thought
East Hall stank before, you should try walking
down the hallway now. It’s essentially chemical
warfare at this point. I think it probably violates
the Geneva Convention.”
Dordt has discouraged students from
bringing their pets to live with them on campus,
but it has not yet made a statement about the

possibility of future degrees for more animals.
This update in policy has also managed to
raised eyebrows in the Agriculture Department.
There has been concern that all livestock Dordt
students interact with over the course of their
studies will also be eligible to receive degrees.
One agriculture student said, “I love Sierra.
I would die for her. But awarding her a degree
has kind of opened Pandora’s Box. I know
Sierra deserved her degree, but do all animals
work as hard as Sierra has? I don’t think so.”
After being prompted with concern about
the exploitation of this potential loophole,
Taylor was not discouraged. He said, “We trust
our students to act in their own best interests
and in the best interest of Dordt University.
Administration does not anticipate this
becoming an issue, and we are prepared to
reward only those who are truly deserving of
their degrees.”
Sierra’s future looks bright. If she continues
to attend classes regularly and exhibit continued
educational growth, Dordt administration has
hinted that she has the potential to earn Dordt
University’s first-ever doctorate degree.
While teaching others about the importance
of service animals and the interesting process
of training a service animal, Sierra has also
learned a lot about what puts smiles on faces
and how beneficial a degree can be to her treatsper-week earnings.

DU file for bankruptcy cont.
cont. from pg. 1
athletic additions,” Hoekstra said.
“No, we’re not worried about what this will
do to the reputation of the university,” Vice
President for university operations, Howard
Wilson, said. “We already lost our spot as
number one in student engagement, so at this
point it doesn’t really matter.”

X
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feature ?
Dordt
adds one,
functional
toilet to
West Hall
Fred Van Plumber- Staff Writer
		
After the sewage, pipe, and toilet leaks in
West Hall, Dordt University knew they needed
to do something, anything. And, in a press
release this past week, the university promised
to add a new toilet to West Hall in the West Hall
lodge, along with other building remodels in a
movement that marketing titled “Build Back
Best.” This new initiative includes the indoor
turf dome, a sole, functional toilet for West
Hall, air conditioning in East and North Hall by
2100, and the new Commons—which will be
exclusively for athletes.
“We care for our students, and this is a little
token of our gratitude,” Derek Buteyn, associate
dean of students, said. “Too often we placate to
potential students, and we acknowledge that,
but we want to try and help our students here
and now.”
Though the toilet is an addition, nothing else
in West Hall will be replaced. The risk of another
flood was “too high” to consider renovating the
sewage-soaked carpets. The finances for the
remodel will increase students’ tuition for the
2022-23 school year. A $500 remodel fee will
be added to each student’s account.
“Dordt University is growing in many
ways,” President Erik Hoekstra said. “And I just
think that at Dordt we are building back best.”
In order to cut down on costs, the toilet will
not have walls. Instead, a large curtain will be
attached on the ceiling around the entirety of the
toilet for privacy. These curtains will be added
to the West Hall lodge along with a sign that
says “in use” or “not in use” on the door to the
lodge.
“I’m glad that we have a backup plan now,”
said Hannah Van VanderVan. “But I’m sad that
we have to give up some of the West Hall Lodge
space.”
The wooden walls, piano, and board
games of the West Hall Lodge will now be
complimented by a practical toilet. Even if the
plumbing in West Hall continued to function,
the toilet could be used by students who just
needed a place to go.
The remodel has not yet begun, but Dordt
predicts to have completed the project by next
fall.
“The athletes are the priorities,” Howard
Wilson said. “I mean the buildings for the
athletes are the priority, but this is important
too, totally.”
“Off the record, I think it’s a terrible idea,”
Robert Taylor, dean of students said. “We could
doing much better things with tuition money,
but make sure that’s off the record.”
Cochran De Nerd, a sophomore actuarial
science major, is “ecstatic” with the new toilet
in West Hall.
“Whenever I go to see my girlfriend in West
and have to use the bathroom, I always have to
get creative,” De Nerd said. “And my girlfriend
doesn’t like when I get creative.”
De Nerd explained he had accidentally
walked in on one of his girlfriend’s roommates
using the restroom, so he started walking all the
way back to North to use his own. Soon, De
Nerd will be able to enjoy the addition to West
Hall.
“It just gives me peace of mind knowing that
our students have somewhere safe, clean, and
nice to lay their heads at night,” Hoekstra said.

XI

“Belongboarders” own the The Gift’s workout plan: 5
steps for a bigger booty
campus
Karl Marx – Staff Writer
David Gift -- Staff Writer
Everyone knows I’m the
epitome of beauty. My glutes
are probably stronger than
your will to live. I see you
all walk past me everyday
with your weak muscles and I
laugh on the inside. Little do
you know, I’ve been holding
my arms up like this for
probably longer than you’ve
been alive. If you want to
look like me though, there are
some concrete steps you can
take.

A chemistry major whizzes down the
sidewalk on a longboard. His hair is wild and
his sneakers are worn. He’s a skater boy, but it’s
not his board.
His name is Trey VanHelssen, and he’s the
founder of a new longboarding community at
Dordt. They call themselves the Belongboarders
because they assign group ownership to every
board they ride. So far, the group has eleven
members, all longboarders without boards of
their own. Instead, they use whatever they find
lying around on campus.
“It’s in Acts, it’s in Thessalonians,”
VanHelssen said. “The early church shared
everything in common, so when did we get so
selfish and consumerist?”
VanHelssen, a junior, started the group in
mid-September, when he and his roommate
Brad Fisher were running late to class and
grabbed a couple of longboards leaning up
against their dorm. VanHelssen had borrowed
longboards before, but that day the owner saw
him and got upset.
“You could just see Trey’s spine straighten,
and this new light came into his eyes,” Fisher
said, “It was like he was coming into his purpose
in life.”
VanHelssen had followed the Dordt
University Communists Facebook page during
his freshman and sophomore years. At first, he
only liked the posts for their comedic value, but
after they stopped appearing last September,
he began to wonder if Dordt had shut the page
down.
“The thing is, no one muzzles a Facebook
page unless that page has hit a nerve,”
VanHelssen said.
The Facebook Communists’ silence got

VanHelssen thinking about just how accurate
their posts had been. He attends Dordt because
his parents did, and it’s what they expected him
to do. But he feels the price of tuition is too high
to be accessible.
“All they want is our money, and that’s
draining more than our bank accounts,”
VanHelssen said, “It’s stealing our souls,
because now we’re broke, and we’re tied
to this institution, and we have no real-life
opportunities left.”
This fall, VanHelssen decided to do
something about the “injustice” of Dordt’s
capitalism. It started when he and a few
friends began sharing their school IDs to use
each other’s meal swipes. Then, they began
widening the meal-share pool, leaving copies
of the Communist Manifesto around campus,
and handing out miscellaneous grocery items
for small donations. VanHelssen declined to
explain where the groceries came from.
“We’re just trying to redistribute the wealth,”
he said. “That’s really what this has always been
about. Why should a student have to get up ten
minutes earlier just because he can’t afford a
longboard? Why should someone who loves to
ride be grounded just ‘cause they’re broke?”
Miriam Eschelmann was one of the first
students to join the Belongboarders. As a senior,
she has seen students longboarding across
campus for years, but could never afford her
own. She said the Belongboarder community
has been a blessing.
“I just feel so much more free,” Eschelmann
said. “Nothing is off-limits, and no one gets left
behind – everyone has a board, and no one can
take them from us, because they’re not even
ours.”

Dash the Defender’s tweets
resurface cont.
. . . personalities have expressed deep concern
regarding Dash’s problematic Twitter history.
“We are genuinely disturbed by Dash’s
former tweets and are currently working with
him to find a solution that benefits all parties
involved,” Hoekstra said. “We’re all about
reconciliation here, so I don’t think firing Dash
is the answer.”
In an effort to mend ties between Dash the
Defender and the Dordt community, the mascot
has been enrolled in a CORE-100 section for
the Spring 2022 semester, where he’ll have the
opportunity to write MSIGS and become more
informed on Dordt’s values and the Reformed
tradition as a whole.
“It’s a step, I suppose,” Kuiper said. “It’s
good that we are holding him accountable, but

I also am glad that we’re giving him grace and
space to grow. That’s Dordt to me.”
In response to his controversial tweets’
reappearance on social media, Dash the
Defender issued a public apology on Twitter.
“I apologize profoundly to any person or
group that I may have offended with my past
words,” Dash wrote. “I was immature and
insecure in my identity. I was an attentionseeking, uninformed Northwesterner. And
there’s a drive into deep left field by Castellanos
and that’ll be a home run. And so that’ll make it
a 4-0 ball game. I don’t know if I’ll ever put on
this foam helmet again. I’m truly sorry.”
The recent event’s surrounding Dash the
Defender have made it clear that his gauntlet
cannot be controlled around a keyboard.

Failed mascot candidates
cont.
only have a handful of likes and comments
compared to the announcements for “DaSh the
DeFendER”? How many times has the sequel
been better than the OG (with the obvious
exception of Shrek 2)? Also, Carl just sounds

classier than “Dash.” Carl is the only real
mascot, and Dordt seems to be content with all
of us forgetting him. JUSTICE FOR CARL THE
DEFENDER, THE TRUE AND ORIGINAL
MASCOT OF DORDT. #WeWilNotForget

Workout One: Squats
The first step in any workout
is to do squats. If you can still
count that high, you probably
haven’t done enough. I
didn’t get this peach from
watching Netflix. Make sure
you spread those feet wider
than the distance between
Aaron Baart’s eyebrows
(what eyebrows, you may
ask? You just haven’t looked
far enough apart) and lower
yourself down until you feel
your little baby butt touch the
ground. Then rise back up
and repeat.
Workout Two: Become a
Trauma Dumpster
As all of you students
walk to class, I hear a lot of
gossip, trauma, and jokes.
Sometimes, I even have the
great (mis)fortune of one of you sitting by
me and talking on the phone and crying about
how your boyfriend dumped you or you failed
the Fessler exam (I’ve heard too many of you
saying this) or something else. Boo hoo for you,
but it has made me so much stronger. My ears
can now take an onslaught of pain and bullying
from any of you.
Workout Three: Calf Raises
For as long as I’ve been sitting here, I’ve
been raising my calves until they burn. Well,
they can’t actually burn since they aren’t actual
muscle like you have, but close enough. If
you can still feel your calves, then you need
to do some more until your calves and heels
look like mine, specifically my right one. I am
particularly proud of that leg.
Workout Four: Holding Heavy Objects
Over the years, I’ve been told to hold many
objects. Sometimes it’s dead animals like deer,
cats, squirrels, pigs, or whatever roadkill you
picked off the road. Sometimes it’s nice, like
Christmas lights or bikes or signs. Sometimes,

you even put clothes on me! I am quite upset
with my maker (Jake Van Wyk, mind you) for
not giving me any clothes, but because of it, I
do embrace Body PositivityTM. My arms have
been raised in this position for years, leading
me to have unfathomable muscles. If all of the
administration was placed in my arms, I’m sure
I could still physically support them, although
perhaps not emotionally.
Workout Five: Prolonged Flexing
I may not be a pre-PT student, but I do believe
that I have some brain power, and enough to
know that flexing is good for your muscles.
I’ve flexed my abs and pecs since the day I was
sculpted from clay: that’s why I’m so ripped.
If you want to be as delicious-looking as me,
with a thick butt and thighs, along with arms
to die for, these steps are really the simplest. I
think that, with a little effort, you too can look
just like me. (And please stop trauma-dumping
right in front of me).
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WWE: Dordt University faculty and staff edition
Donald Roth’s bench press—Staff Protein
This semester, Zesty Dordt Memes ranked
the university’s faculty and staff based on how
likely they would beat a student in a fight. Now,
The Zircon is throwing its hat into the ring.
Howard Wilson: This magnetic force of a
man and his monstrous cookie duster will not
only pummel you physically, but mentally as
well. He’s from administration, so Wilson’s
jumping from the top ring of the Campus
Center.
Jay Shim: Though short is stature, Shim
will suplex your little, unreformed soul into the
ground. You came from dust, and to dust you
will return, especially if you don’t submit your
CORE-150 assignments on time and with single
line spacing.

Barb Hoekstra: That sweet smile is just
a mask for Hoekstra’s sheer, unadulterated
Midwest rage. It’s well known that she’s the one
who wears the pants in the Hoekstra family, so
watch yours.
John Olthoff: He may not look it, but if
you’ve had a class with Olthoff, you know he
takes no bull. He does not accept excuses and
will shut you down with a sly smile on his lips.
I’ve seen him kill a chicken in cold blood. I
would not mess with him.
Jeff Ploegstra: Without the beard he seems a
lot less intimidating, and he is a really nice guy,
but he will smack you down if you go against
him while proving that he is smarter than you.
Watch out.

Scott Culpepper: Culpepper is a civil man
with a love of history, as long as you don’t step
on his toes, you’ll be fine. But dare you reproach
his beloved England…well, good luck.
Erik Hoekstra: The president may preside
over this university, but he’d much rather have
a civil conversation than put his fists up. Still,
he has an appearance to uphold, and donors in
his ear. How else do you think he got that gait of
his? It wasn’t sand volleyball…
Josh Matthews: Matthews is known
for playing the devil’s advocate (although,
sometimes students do not realize this) but the
man is all talk. If you cornered him, he would
probably curl up and admit defeat, as long as

you don’t bring his cat into the conversation.
David Mulder: He may get riled up in
class about his beliefs in class sometimes, but
everyone knows he’s all bark and no bite. He
couldn’t hurt a fly, even if he really wanted to
(which he does not).
Robert Taylor: The diametric opposite of
Howard Wilson, the dean of students keeps this
campus from testosterone-fueled administrative
rampages. He’s sweet, and always leads with
discussion, and follows it with more discussion,
and then some chats and talks too. But when
push comes to shove, he’s down to gab.
Aaron Baart: As a pastor, he is not legally
allowed to fight. Also, who wants to fight a
pastor? That’s messed up, man.

Longboards vs. Scooters: The Gang Rivalry that is ruining
campus shalom
Stay gold, ponyboy. Stay gold– Staff Writer
It was a cold November night when Dordt
University freshman Gnishilda Van Vleeter
walked back from her fiancé’s room in North
Hall. For one single moment, she recalled,
campus was perfectly still. The clock tower
had ceased chiming, stray cats took shelter in
nearby bushes, and the Gift stood still like a
hefty gardener watching over the seeds of God’s
dominion.
And then she heard the screaming.
As she walked past the BJ Haan, heavy
footsteps, strings of vile profanity, and the
sound of a high-speed chase pulled her out of
her prayer-filled stupor and caused her to sprint
away from the mob of longboards and scooters.
When she was safe from the commotion, no
longer at risk of being run over, Van Vleeter
became the first to witness the culmination
of campus’s current gang crisis and the rising
tension between Dordt’s rival gangs: the
“Scooters” and the “Longboards.”
Campus security arrived at the scene hours
later and found a staggering number of injuries
from the climactic standoff. Three members of
the Scooters were knocked unconscious, while
over ten members of the Longboards received
extensive ankle injuries from Razor scooters.
Through a deep forensic study of the crime
scene, security was able to determine that the
standoff took place between the Campus Center
and the BJ Haan around 10:00 p.m. on Sunday,
Nov. 14.

While not the first incident between Dordt’s
rival gangs, this marks the first time both have
incited violence to assert campus dominance. It
marks a brutal explosion that has been boiling
for years, threatening the prosperity of our
campus culture. To understand what has caused
such a deeply-rooted rivalry to exist within the
shalom of Dordt’s borders, the Zircon staff’s
investigative team unveiled the start of such a
tragedy.
The Scooters had a presence on Dordt’s
campus from the very beginning, since the
invention of the wooden-kick scooter in the
1920s. Their influence around campus remained
small, enough to go undetected, but historical
accounts recall hordes of students that would
travel together down the sidewalks, forming
what one might call a “posse.” These groups
often participated in high speed races where the
best and most flashy scooter was declared the
winner, promoting a commercialist society that
went against Dordt’s mission statement.
But that was then.
Their rivals, the Longboards, have been
deadly since the minute they first appeared on
Dordt’s sidewalks, absolutely plowing over
innocent-looking freshmen without even a
second glance. Why are they going so fast? It
cannot possibly be to make it to class. While the
Scooters attempt to hide their menacing persona,
the Longboards have proven themselves to be
a vicious and unforgiving force. They have

dominated the gang scene, growing their
influence on a daily basis. It seems every
day, there’s a new student with a longboard,
thinking they can take over the world. With
such a depraved influence lurking in Dordt’s
streets, over 50 million donors this year have
announced they will no longer donate unless
the threat is demolished completely. Because
of this, Dordt has started to care about the issue.
For years now, the Longboards have had
total campus domination, leaving the Scooters
with only small pockets in East Hall, STEM
majors, and the occasional Covey girl. But
when the electric scooter was introduced, their
followers, mostly male athletes looking for
a quick status boost, joined the ranks of the
Scooters. The Longboards had a new threat.
With their sleek finish, bright lights, and speed
of up to 15 mph, the Scooters finally found
an ally in the electrics that could take out the
Longboards. Campus equilibrium completely
shifted, and the fight for power began again.
The climactic event on the fateful night
of Nov. 14 occurred when the leader of the
Scooters, Dordt football linebacker Gustaaf
Gootsma, challenged the leader of the
Longboards, a California surfer boy who goes
by the alias Berg Bjerman, to a race across
campus. Beginning at East Campus Apartments
and ending by the clock tower, Bjerman was
knocked over by Gootsma between the BJ
Haan and the Campus Center, just a few feet

away from the finish line. Chaos ensued on both
sides, escalating to a fight.
The only one who made it out unscathed was
Longboard member Tinka Van Der Pledge, who
described the night as pure pandemonium.
“The last words my brother said to me
before he lost consciousness were, ‘Save my
longboard. That sh—t’s expensive.’ And I
wasn’t able to find it. I am furious. The Scooters
will rue the day they created this tragedy.”
Dordt University has been made aware of
this crisis and is taking every precaution to
prevent this from ever happening again.
“Division has no place on this campus,”
said Derek Buteyn, associate dean of students.
“When dealing with gang violence that
threatens campus safety, we have an absolute
no-tolerance policy.”
Despite their actions escalating to actual,
legal crime, Dordt refuses to inform the police
department and press charges, since many
members of the Longboards and Scooters
are involved in varsity athletics. Coaches are
evaluating eligibility status, but they also might
wait until their respective seasons are over.
Note: This is an evolving story. Please
follow The Zircon’s website for updates on
campus’s gang crisis. At the Zircon, your safety
is our top priority.

